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Key Findings

Overview
• Multiple EE Senior Design teams have worked on
this project, adding more and more to the
kart each semester.
• The Smart Kart is a 100% electric system with a
wireless steering, throttle, and braking system
• Research was completed in the 2014 Summer
semester to construct and implement a system
that would remotely control the kart

• The boards create a mesh network to
communicate with each other
• At the moment, a programmable USB dongle is
required to establish communication between
the kart and a computer
• Comprehensive research revealed safety
concerns that were mostly dealt with during the
Summer
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Explanation
• The USB dongle and boards are python scripted;
therefore, this remote control system can be
used with any computer operating system
• A desktop program interfaces with the dongle,
which then sends various drive commands
directly to the relevant Synapse board
• The dongle overrides manual control only when
it is connected to the kart
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Impact
• Because of the research done, future EE Design
teams can easily add to the system to remotely
control the kart
• This is the first step to eventually having the
kart be fully autonomous and controllable via a
smartphone
• The Smart Kart has proven to be an exceptional
tool for getting K-12 students interested in
STEM programs
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